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Abstract: The history-oriented envisioning (HOE) we
have already proposed is a novel and generic envisioning
methodfocusing on our intentional behaviors and actions. A
knowledge representation named as "partial history" has
been introduced to partially specify behaviors and actions
we intend . Based on multiple attainable envisionings, the
HOEderives an envisionrrunt satisfying the specifications .
A new method presented in this paper is an extended
version of the fomner HOE It enables the specifications of
our intentional behaviors and actions in form ofa temporal
logic. The introduction of the temporal logic allows us to
specify infinite, implicit and abstracted behaviors and
actions. Also, the efficiency of the envisioning under
practical conditions is increased by introducing anew total
envisioning based algorithm . These flexibility and
efficiency of this new HOE method are demonstrated
through an example to control a steam generator.

I Introduction
Oneofthe primary tasks of qualitative reasoning is to envi-
sion system "behaviors". The conventional framework of
the envisioning consists of "attainable envisioning" and
"total envisioning" [de Kleer and Brown 1984; Forbus
1984,1988 ; Kuipers 1984,1986]. The basic idea ofthese
methods is to evaluate sound behaviors of a system while
maintaining a setofinitially given background assumptions
without intentionally changing the assumptions at any
intermediate time steps. In contrast, Forbus defined an
"action" to introduce our intentional replacement of some
background assumptions in a system scenario, and
established "action-augmented envisioning" . This
enumerates all possible transitions among situations
consisting of quantity states, views, processes and actions
[Forbus 1989]. Besides, Drabble extended the notion ofthe
actions to involve the exogenous specification ofquantity
states andtohave qualitative time intervals [Drabble 1993].
However, adifficulty ofcombinatorialexplosion ofderived
situations has been reported in bothofthe conventional and
intentional envisioning methods, when they are adopted to
practical scale applications [Caloud 1987 ; Forbus 1989 ;
Forbus and Falkenhainar 1990,1992; Amadoret al. 1993].

As an efficientremedyto this difficulty,the authors have
proposed a novel andgeneric envisioning methodcalled as
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"History-oriented Envisioning (HOE)" [Washio 1994]. It
can restrict the scope ofthe envisioning by the specification
of the partial behaviors and actions we are interested in .
Many works on simulation, planning, diagnosis and design
in thefield ofqualitativereasoning utilize the envisioning to
obtain the information associated with specific system be-
haviors. We claimed in our previous work that their
efficiency can be highly enhanced by introducing the
envisioning focused on specific and meaningful behaviors
and actions [Washio 1994]. However, the algorithm ofthe
HOE we have proposed still does not have sufficient
reasoning speed for its use in the control and diagnosis
applications ofpractical scale systems.

Another issue of the current HOE is the limited
flexibility of the knowledge representation called as a
"partial history" . It specifies the partialbehaviors and actions
we intend in the envisioning. The former partial history can
merely specify the time series of primitive and snapshot
facts such as "amount of water in a pot was lKg at a time
step, and boiling of water occurred at the next step." This
does not allow us to directly specify any contextual
behaviors such as "amount of water in a pot is lkg, until a
valve is opened ." and "boiling of water occurred
intenninently." Kuipers proposed a very attractive idea to
use atemporal logic named as "Expressive Behavior Tree
Logic (EBTL)" to check the behaviors on his QSIM
behavior tree [Kuipers 1994a] . His method can proofif a
theorem written in the logic holds for any ordinary
differential equation consistent with the behavior tree . The
introduction of the temporal logic to the partial history is
expected tohighly extend the variety ofspecifications ofthe
partial behaviors and actions.

This paper has two objectives . First, we extend the
framework of our former HOE method to introduce the
temporal logic into the "partial history", i.e ., the
specification of our intentional behaviors and actions .
Second, we change the algorithm of HOE to improve its
reasoning speed under some practical conditions . These
improvements are independently applicable to enhance the
performance oftheHOE. The flexibility and efficiency of
the new HOEmethod are evaluatedthrough the example to
control a steam generator.



2 HOE Introducing Temporal Logic

2.1 Extended Partial Situation and Partial History
The fundamental structure of temporal behaviors and
actions has beendiscussed indetail inthe past works [Hayes
1979 ; Forbus 1984, 1989; Williams 1984 ; Dean and
McDermott1987]. Hayes and Forbus defined asequence of
changes of objects in a scenario as a "history". Ahistory
consists of "situations". Asituation is eitheran "episode" or
an "event". Events always lastforan instant, while episodes
usually occuroveratime interval. Aprimitive and snapshot
fact in an event oran episode suchas "anxxnt of water in a
potis lkg " iscalled a "token" [DeanandMcDermott 1987].
Theformal representation ofatoken in QPT[Forbus 1984]
is a proposition of a quantity state, a view, a process, an
action, a relation amongthemandatransition ofone ofthem
at atime (or in atime interval) . T-operators are used tostate
that aparticular token is true at sometime, and M-operators
represent the measuredvahxofaquantity at some time. We
call atoken represented in theQPTas a"QPTtoken" here.

Basedon these definitions, we have already proposed
some important ideas on the history as follows [Washio
1994].

Definition 1: A "partial event" is a set of some tokens
involvedin an event in a history. A"partial episode" is a set
of some tokens involved in an episode in a history.
Definition 2: A "partial situation" of a history is either a
partial event or a partial episode.

In the extended version of the "partial situation", we
allow atoken to a contextual formula in the "Expressive
Behavior Tree Logic (EBTL)" [Kuipers 1994a] . The
elementary temporal operators in theEBTL are (and p q),
(not p), (next p) and strong-until(p q), wherepandqare the
Q717-tokens or the temporal operators. Many other
temporal operators such as (eventually p) and (almost-
everywhere p) can be generated by the boolean
combinations and nestings of these elementary temporal
operators.A token in theEBTL is a behavior quantifier of
either (possibly p) or (necessarily p), wherepis also aQPT-
token or atemporal operator. A token represented in the
EBTL is named as an "EBTL-token" in our work. The
details oftime syntax oftheEBTL canbe seen in [Kuipers
1994a], and their semantics is explained later. Thesemantic
definition ofeach QPTtokenpis equivalentto(necessarily
(always p)) in terms ofEBTL. However, the conventional
QPT-tokens are processed in a different way from the
EBTL-tokens in theHOEforthe efficiency .

The representation of one ofthe partial situations for an
example depicted in fig.1 is represented as follows.

The terminology "partial slice" has been changed to "partial
situation" because ofthe higher appropriateness in terms of its
definition .

Partial Situation Catching-Ball-under-Flame(?ume)
Individualstall a ball

(possibly flamea flame)
basket abasket

Quantities : (M A[position-of(ball)] :time)= (-OO,Hl)
(eventually (strong-until
(MDs[position-of(ba11)] ?time) = -1
(T Status(Catch-In(ball, basket),
Activated) ?time)))

	

(1)
Views:
Processes: (T Status(Heat-Flow(flame, ball,

flame-ball), Inactive) ?time)
Actions:

	

(necessarily (T Status(Catch-In
(ball, basket), Activated) ?time))

Each slot contains a list oftokens that must hold within this
partial situation in "?time". EBTL-tokens are indicated in
italics. This partial situation means that the objects of a ball
andabasket must always exist, and also aflamemayexists .
In the nran time,the ball mustbe bellow the height Hl,and
itmust continuously descends until it is caught inthe basket
at least once . Also, the heat flow process between the flame
and the ball mustnot be working at any time. Furthermore,
the ball must be definitely caught in the basket at some time
within this partial situation. Some slots can be left
unspecified as the Views slot in this example.

Theterm "?time" represents the temporal specification
of a partial situation, and follows the conditions indicated
below with respect to its duration and the limit hypotheses
[Washio 1994].

?time is an instant. pstart(?time)=end(?time),
?time is an interval. qstart(?timme)<end(?time),

	

(2)
The duration of ?time is unspecified.<*
start(?time)send(?time).

0
EW.

Fig.1 Catching a ball droppedthrough aflame.
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A partial situation involves some limit hypotheses.
?time is an instant .

	

(3)
?time is an interval.

=> A partial situation does not involve any limit
hypotheses .

The QPTtokens inthe individuals and quantities slots
ofapartial situation are directly used as the assumptions for
the HOE. On the other hand, the QPT-tokens in the views,
the processes and the actions slots must be precompiled by
unifying themtotheirdomainmodelsin orderto obtaintheir
implicit assumptions. The domain models ofthe views and
processes in the QPT show their assumptions of
"Individuals", "Preconditions" and "Quantity Conditions"
[Forlxis 1984] . Also, the domainmodels ofthe actionshave
the ones of "Individuals" [Forbus 1989] . These assumptions
are also QPT-tokens . Another important assumption in a
partial situation is the duration of Its specification
controls the generation ofthe limithypotheses inthe process
of the HOE. The set of these assumptions of each partial
situation k is expressed as Psk here . The details of the
algorithm to derive Ps, can be seen in [Washio 1994] . On
the other hand, any EBTL-tokens are not involved in Psk.
The set ofEBTIrtokens in apartial situation is expressed as

The definition of a"partial history" is giver based on the
partial situations as described in [Washio 1994] .

Definition 3 : A "partial history" ofahistoryis aset ofpartial
situations ofthe historywhich time intervals and instants are
totally ordered intime domain.

A partial history has a list ofthe T-operators of the QPT to
say that a particular partial situation is true at some time. It
also involves alist oftime constraintsonthepartial situation.
Those constraints follows the rules (2) . An example of a
partialhistory for the ball is shown here .

Partial History Initial-and-Fnal-Ball
Partial Situations:(T InitialPosition-of-Ball(IO)10)

(TPosition-Decreasing-of-
Ball-above-Flame(I1) II)
(T Heat-Flow-to-Ball-Active(12) 12)
(T Heat-Flow-to-Ball-Inactive(I3) 13)
(T Position-Decreasing-of-
Ball-under-Flame(I4)14)
(T Catching-Ball-

	

(4)
under-Flame(15)15)

Time Constrairts :(start(IO)=end(10)), (end(I%start(Il)),
(start(Il)<end(Il)),(end(ll)=art(I2)),
(startM)send(I2)),(end(I2)=s=(I3)),
(start(I3)<end(I3)),(end(I3)=start(14)),
(start(14)<end(14)),(end(I4)=start(I5)),
(starto)=end(15))

This partial history specifies the partial behaviors and
actions associated with aball from its initial position to its

final state in a basket.
The HOE utilizes Psk of each partial situation k

(k--1,...,n) asa temporal part ofthe backgroundassumptions
during the time [staat(?time), end(?time)] in a partial
history. Besides the information ofEBTL-tokens in the Esk
(k=l,. . .,n) are used to filter the behaviors in the
envisionment

2.2 EBTL-Filter
Situations and transitions inconsistent with some

EBTL-token specified in a partial situation must not be
involved in the envisiornrrent Aprocedure named "EBTL-
filter" is defined to filter consistent situations and behaviors
with a given EBTL-token. Forthe preparation to describe
the filter, somebasic notions are explained first.

The notations and semantics of EBTL are given in the
framework of [Kuipers 1994a] . A behavior tree M is an
ordered triple <S, P, L.>where S is a set of situations, R is a
set ofsituation transitions, andL is alabeling. The labelingL
maps each situation s to an interpretation ofall QPT-tokens
in s . Given a behavior x=<so,s,, . . .,sa> where so and so are a
startingnode andanendingnode inthe Mrespectively, for 1
s i S n we let x'denote the behavior <s,, si+l,.. .,sn>, which
is the subbehavior of x starting at s, We write M,so k
(respectively Mx ~ 0 ) to mean that a formula 0 is true at
the situation so (respectively ofthe behavior x) intheM.

Definition 4 : If so and sn are situations in M, and
x=<so,sl, . . .,sn> is abehavior starting at so and ending at sn in
M where n can be +-, then we inductively define k as
follows :
(S1) Ks. kP if and only if P is true in L(s), where P is

an atomic proposition .
(S2) M,so k(and p q) if and only if Ks. kp and M,so kq,

M,so k(not p) if and only if it is not the case that
M,so kp,

(B1) Mx kp ifand only if M,so kp,
(B2) M,x k(and p q) if and only if M,x kp and Mx kq,

M,x k(not p) if and only if it is not the case that
MIX kP,

(B3) M,x k(strong-until p q) if and only if there is a
nonnegative integer i 5 n, such that MXkq
and for every nonnegative integer j<i, M,xi kp,
M,x k(next p) if and only if n=:O or M,x' kp.

Some ofthe definitions oftemporal operators based on the
semantics are given bellow.

(eventually p) =-(strong-until true p)
(always p)

	

(not (eventually (not p)))

	

(5)
(strict-precedes p q)
(and (not q) (strong-until (not (next q)) p))
(almost-everywhere p)=(eventually (always p))

When the behavior treeM is finitely closed, but contains
feedback cycles or quiescences, the length of an x EM can
be infinite, Le ., n=+OO, and consequently the (B3) becomes



notto be computable. Inthis case, the partial unwindied tree
M( 0 ) derived from M must be used for the above
semantics in steadofMitself. The strict procedure to derive
the M( 0 ) is detailed in [Kuipers 1994a] . Briefly speaking, a
behavior xE M( 0 ) has twice unwinded cycles of a
behavior loop in maximum together with once unwinded
cycles of some other behavior loops. Otherwise, the
behavior x has a path to one of quiescences together with
_once unwinded cycles of some her behavior loops. The
N~ 0 ) has the minimum size to checkthe (B3) .

The HOEhandles a situation diagramDas same as the
other standard envisioning processes [de Kleer and Brown
1984, Kuipers 1994b] . The situation diagramD is a finite
graph having finite numberofsituations and transition arcs.
This can be easily rewritten into closed behavior tree
[Kuipers 1994b] . For the purpose to use theEBTL in the
HOE, we define three types of conversion operations onD.

Definition 5: Given a situation diagramD, an starting
situation so and an ending situation sp,
(C1) An operation CI(D,s)-'MI is to enumerate every

inversely reachable situations and transition arcs
from the so in Dandform a behavior tree MI while
truncating the tree at the situations tagged as
"cycle" or "quiescent" . The inverse reachability
means the reachability in the diagram D' where the
direction ofevery transition arc in D is inverted .

(C2) An operation CZ(D,so,sn)- -"MZ is to enumerate
every behaviors from the so to the sn in D and form
a behavior tree N42 while truncating the tree at the
situations tagged as "cycle".

(C3) An operation C3(D,sd-M3 is to enumerate every
reachable situations and transition arcs from the so
in D andform a behavior tree M3 while truncating
the tree at the situations tagged as "cycle" or
"quiescent" .

Figure 2 (a) is the total envisionment ofadampedoscillation
system . The CI(D,s o) derives the ordinary attainable
envisionment MI to so as depicted in fig.2 (b). The
CZ(D,sosn) gives a cycle structure as shown in fig.2 (c) .
CP4also derives a cycle with quiescerices infig.2 (d).

Nowthe three types of "EBTL-filters" are defined based
on the above notices. LetDbe aunion ofSx and Rx, where
Sx is a setofsituations ina behaviorx in theMorM(~), and
R is a set ofsituationtransitions within the x.x

Definition 6: Given aEBTL-token p, a situation diagramD,
Sofsal each so , is a starting situation in D, i.=l,. ..,h.} and
So f s~l each s is an ending situation in D,j=l,. . .,k. ),
(F1) Afilter PI(D,S.,p)-'DI :

When p=(possibly q) where q is a proposition,
if E3xEK, E3s .ESn that
CI(D,s .)-1ZII;and MI A kq,
then DI=D, else D3

	

.
When p=(necessarily q) where q is a proposition,
DI= vD for all xEMIi

and sot ESn

that CI(D,s

	

iandMIj,xkq.
(F2) A filter FZ(D,9o,Sn,p)~D2:

When p=(possibly q) where q is a proposition,
if ExENi.? 3so,ESo and 3s .ESII
that C2(D,soi,s o~and M, ,x kq,
then D3D, else D3 ~ .

When p=(necessarily q) whereqis a proposition,
D3uD for all xE

	

so,ESo and sni ESn
that CZ(D,s,,,sU3

	

and M,,j,x kq.
(F3) A filter F3(D,So,p)-D3:

When p=(possibly q) whereqis a proposition,
if 3xEM, and E3so,ESo
that C3(D,sa)--"M3;andM,,x kq,
then D3D, else D3 0 .

When p=(necessarily q) whereqis a proposition,
D3uDx for all xEM., and so,ESo
that C3(D,sli)-M3,andM31,x kq.

S

Position : X
Velocity : dX

(a) total envisiorment

(b)MI	(c)MZ	(d) N13
Figure 2 Conversion from a situation diagram to

behavior trees for a damped oscillation system



3 Faster HOE Under Practical Condition

3.1 Algorithm
Theoutline ofthe HOE is depicted in fig.3 . The vertical
direction fromthe topto thebottom ofthe boxstands for the
time evolution ofthe behaviors and actions ofan objective
system. The horizontal axis represents the size of the set
involving assumptions of QPTtokens and constraints of
=,filtering. Theshadowedarea is the input information
to the HOE, while thewhite part is its output. TheHOEuses
the temporal assumptions Ps~ and the temporal EBTL-
tokens Esk for each time interval or instant of a partial
situation. The HOE also uses the set of the permanent
assumptions, Pf, specified by the domain model and the
fixed part of the scenario throughout the entire envisioning.
Pf corresponds to the ordinary scenarios part excluding the
partial history. The HOEderives situation nodes allowed
within sound combinations of the remaining opened
assumptions, and removes any inconsistent nodes with the
specifications in Es, by the EBTL-filters. Accordingly, the
HOEfocuseson only the situations ofthe objective system
within the intentionally specified partial behaviors and
actions.
A new versionoftheHOE algorithm is represented in

fig.4. The basic ideaofthisalgorithm is from the workofthe
total envisioning done by Forbus [Forbus 1988]. The
original versionoftheHOEderivessound behaviors subject
to the given partial history based on the multiple attainable
envisionings [Washio 1994]. On the other hand, the new
version incrementally perform a ATMS-based total
envisioning (or action-augmented envisioning, if actions
must be take into account.) for each partial situation, and
filters only the situation transitions from the preceding
partial situation to the swceeding. Thereasoning speed of
this algorithm is expected to be faster than the former one
due to the high efficiency of ATMS, ifthe sure ofthe total
envisionment for each partial situation is not very large. As
the essential st<ucture ofthis algorithm is independent from
the aforementioned EBTL-Filter, the conventional HOE
excluding EBTL-tokens can be performed by specifying
every Esk (k=1,--,n) as avacuous.

(step 1) is to enumerate all possible situations and their
transitions for the firstpartial situation. Thetotal envisioning
(or action-augmented envisioning) under the conditions of
Pf and Ps, is performed. Ifthe first partial situation is not
consistent with the Pf, then no solutions are obtained, and
the process is halted .

(step 2) is to identify all possible one step transitions
fromsituations in the current partial situation. Theone step
attainable (or attainable action-augmented) envisioning is
an ordinal attainable (or attainable action-augmented)
envisioning under a given initial situation, sh, but its
calculation is limited to one situation transition. The
notation, Initial(sb), expresses that s,Q is a given initial
condition forthe envisioning.

(step 3) first enumerates all possible situations and their
transitions for the next partial situation, and identifies every

a partial history
in a scenario

® inputs to history-oriented envisioning
outputs from history-orientedenvisioning
situation nodes

Fig.3 Theoutline ofthe history-oriented envisioning.

(step 1) k"-1. D- 0 . Perform Subprocess(k).
(step 2) For all s6 ESt , let the setof assumptions P'ki be

PfUInitial(se), and perform one step attainable
(or attainable action-augmented) envisioning under P' ki,
respectively . Let the newly obtained set of situations, S'k ,
situation transitions, R'k, and D'k=S'r UR'k'

(step 3) Perform Subprocess(k+1). Let S,k be Sk+, fl S'k, Rnk be
(rI r( ER'k) is a transition to a s ESJ, andDok= .k UR k.
If D, 0 then stop .

(step 4)Ifk=1 then (
IfEs k= 0 then

Dlk= UD for all xEM,k~ l and s*.ESA
that CADkUDW

	

k
else perform EBTL- ter

Dfk (1F,(DkUD k,S k,p)forallpEEs,)
else

If Esk 0 then
Dfk=UD; for all xEM�w smE S,and s.ES,that
Cz(DkUDOkUDWsW,s,

else perform EBTL-filter
Dfk (1F,(DkUD(kUDk,S,,S,,p) forall pEEsk. )

If Dfk= ¢ then stop .
(step 5) D-DUDfk, D..,(=5,., UR..,)-Dfk(1D., k=k+l.

If k<tt then go to (step 2),
else

If Esk= 0 then
Dfk= UD-forallxEM,andsmES(k
that C3(Dk,sm)--M..

else perform EBTL-filter
Dfk= (1Fpk,S.,p) for all pEEs,,.

If Dfk= 0 then stop else D-DUDfk, end.)

Subprocess(k) (
Let the set of assumptions Pk be PfUPs k .
Perform a total (or action-augmented) envisioning
under Pk, and let Dk be the resultant envisionment SkUR,
where Sk is a set of situations, and Rk is a set of situation
transitions . IfDk 0 then stop.)

Fig. 4An algorithm offaster HOE.
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one step transition from the current partial situation to the
next When any cement situations can not transitto the next
partial situation, the process is baked

(step 4) is a filtering process. When any EBTL-tokens
are not specified in a current partial situation, the
reachability of the situation transitions from the preceding
partial situation to the succeeding through the current is
tested, and the part of the total envisionment satisfying this
reachability is filtered . If some EBTL-tokens are specified,
then the EBTL-filters are also used to filter the situation
transitions. For the first partial situation (k=1), only the
reachability to the succeeding partial situation is checked,
because its preceding does not exist .

(step 5) simply accumulates the resultant envisionment
for eachpartial situation into D, andrevise some data forthe
envisioning in the next step. For the final partial situation
(k=n), the filtering of the situation transitions which is
attainable fromthe preceding is performed, and final result
of the HOE is accumulated in D. If any situations are not
filtered in the (step 4) or (step 5), the process is halted

The most of the computational load in this algorithm is
caused by the Subprocess in the (step 1) and (step 3)
performing total envisioning for the opened assumptions in
each partial situations . The load of this step strongly
depends onthenumber ofpossible situations for eadm partial
situation. The number of possible situations rapidly
decreases almost exponential to thenumber ofQPT-tokens
specified in the background scenario and the partial
situation. Hence, the computational load will be efficiently
reduced, when many specifications are included in each
partial situation . As the computational efficiency of the
ATMS-based total envisioning is quite higher than the
TMS-based attainable envisioning to envision sound
behaviors of a system [Forbus 1988], the proposed new
algorithmis expected tobe advantageous for applications to
specify many tokens in everypartial situations . The loads of
the other steps are not very significant (step 2) to perform
only one step reasoning for each situation transition is a
quite cheap process. (step 3) is merely a simple set
operation. The filtering process of (step 4) will become
heavy in some degree, if the size of the envisionment
obtained in (step 1) and/or (step 3) is large. However, the
load of this step may be negligible, when many
specifications are included in each partial situation. The
simplicity of (step 5) is trivial except the final partial
situation, and the load is basically same withthe (step4) for
the final.

An advantage of this algorithm is that the conventional
total envisioning [Forbus 1988, 1989] can be utilized as
parts of its process while reducing their solutions and
processingtime basedontheinformation inapartial history.
Theunique difference of the envisioning utilized here from
the conventional total envisioning is the introduction of
some constraints associated with situation generations . If a
partial situation is anpartial event, thenevery situation in the
partial situation must involve limit hypotheses . On the
contrary, they should not involve any limit hypotheses,

whenthey are in an partial episode. The detailed constraints
are described in [Washio 1994]. Another advantage is its
incremental structure to process a partial history which
enables its on-line application to import the new partial
situation information step by step. Ibis feature is expected
to be profitable for the practical applications of control,
planning, measurement interpretation and diagnosis .

3.2 Soundness andComplexity
The standard total (or action-augmented) envisioning

derives sound behaviors and actions of a system under
closed world assumptions [Forbus 1988]. The standard
attainable (or attainable action-augmented) envisioning is
also sound subjectto its possible initial conditions under the
same assumptions. Hence, each standard envisionment
generated in (step 1), (step 2) and (step 3) in the algorithm
depicted in fig.4 is sound for the given assumptions. The
other steps of (step4), (step 5) and a part of (step 3) reduce
the generated situation nodes. Among thesetwo steps, (step
4) and (step 5) are clearly sound, because they just filter
situation nodes consistent with the constraints required for
the satisfaction ofthe EBTL-tokens and the transitions from
the preceding situation to the succeeding as well as the
standard envisioning intemally does . (step 3 ) is also sound,
since it maintains all transitions from the current tothe next
These observations support the soundness of the HOE
conducted through the algorithm of fig.4 under the closed
world assumptions .

The complexity of an envisioning process sensitively
depends on the number ofunspecified assumptions for an
envisionment [Forbus 1988,1989] . LetP be the set ofas-
sumptions for a scenario, where its fixed portion is Pf9P.
The set of unspecified assumptions for the standard envi-
sioning is PuP-Pf. If Pu consists ofpairs of independent
propositions p and -+p, the upper bound of states number
could increase by O(211al ') . On the other hand, each partial
situation specifies some extraportion ofPin the HOE. The
part of unspecified assumptions in P with respect to each
partial situation k is Puk=P-(PfUPsk). Hence, the upper
bound ofthe complexities ofthe total envisionings in (step
1) and (step 3) offig.4 foreach partial situation are almost
O(2Pub-1 ), respectively, andtherefore theupperbound ofthe
entire complexity of this HOE algorithm will be
approximately

	

O(2PWd- '), because the total envisionings
in (step 1) and (step 3) are the major source of the
complexity. As the number ofpartial situations in a partial
history is independentwith the assumptions, and also each
PuJ is less than IPul, the complexity of this HOEcanbe
quite small comparing with the standard total envisioning.
On the other hand, this upper bound of the complexity is
almost same with that of the original HOE algorithm
[Washio 1994].

Usually, the computational load is not proportional to
the upper bound ofthe complexity,because the physical and
temporal constraints suppress their complexities . In
addition, the limitednumber ofthe initial situationtransiting



fromthe preceding partial situation reduces the complexity
oftheenvisioning in case ofthe attainable envisioningbased
HOE. Also, the use ofATMS as same as the standardtotal
envisioning provides efficient computation in case of the
total envisioning based HOE. Accordingly, the advantage
on the computational load of these methods will vary
dependingonthephysical andtemporal constraints ofevery
system to be envisioned.

4 An Example
The performance of the proposed HOE introducing
temporal logic has been tested throughthe applicationto the
control of a steam generator presented in our preceding
work [Washio 1994] forthe comparison with the previous
HOEversion. Figure 5 depicts the overview of the steam
generator. It has aprimary water tube (p-tube) passing
through asecondary boiler tank (s-tank) . Highly pressured
hot water is suppliedfromaprimaryheatsource by apun>p .
When the temperature of the primary water (P-water) is
higher than the boiling point of the secondary water (s-
watter) in the low pressure tank, the heat flow from the
primary to the secondary side can boil the secondary water.
Tocomethe decrease of the secondary wateramount
due to the escape of the steam (s-steam) to a turbine
generator, the extra waterfeed (f-water) to the tankthrough
a feed pipe (f-pipe) is required . At the beginning of its
operation, the boiling of the secondary water has not
occurred yet. We could qualitatively determine the future
change ofthe primary water flow rate and its temperature
basedon the operational conditions ofthe heat source and
the primary pump in the upper stream. Also, the future
change of the temperature of the secondary feed water is
qualitatively known based on the information of its
reservoir. Thetemperatures ofp-water and f-water are sup-
posed to increase monotonically, while the flow rate ofp-
water are predicted to decrease monotonically in the mean

Fig. 5Asterngenerator in apower plant
for electricity generation .

time,
and three of them are considered to settle at certain

levels after some time. Our task is to plan all sound control
strategies of the secondary water feedtothe tank to startthe
boiling, when the three boundary quantities finish their
transients . This kind ofmodelbasedplaning tasks have been
researched in many AI literatures [Dean and Siegle 1990;
Drabble 1993). But, the most ofthemutilize the repetition of
the attainable envisioning and its evaluations . In contrast
with such conventional solution search, theHOEenumer-
ates all possible plans within a finite number of
envisionings.
Apossible partial history corresponding to our mission

is shown in fig.6. It specifies the intended behaviors of the
steam generator together with the predicted disturbances
exogenously driven. The occurrence of boiling of the
secondary water is intended at the final stage of the
transients. Figure 7 represents two partial situations in the
partial history. The former specifies the initial situation
associated with the three boundary quantities, an
endogenous quantity, i.e . temperature-of(s-water), and the
untended processes. It involves anEBTLtoken (represented
in italics) stating that the flow rate of feedwater must be in
(0,Ffmax) initially and achieve Ffmax finally within this
partial situation . The latter specifies that the endogenous
temperature-of(s-water) reaches at its boiling point, and
simultaneously the boiling process is activated, when the
three boundary quantities reach to their goal levels while
maintaining the amount-of(s-water), the heat-flow and the
fluid-flow . ThetwoEBTL-tokens says that the amount of
secondary water must not undershoot, before it becomes
stable, and the flow rate of feedwater must be within
(0,Ffmax), until the amount of secondary water becomes
stable. Ifany EBTL-tokens were not used to specify the
identical behaviors, more granular partial situations roust be
used

Figure 8 depicts the result ofthe envisioning under the
partial history offig.6 excluding all EBTLtokens. Totally,
29 situations were fonxl, and this is identical result with the
former work [Washio 1994]. Both ofthenew and original
version of the program were tested on C++ with the
SPRAC-10 and Solaris Operating System. The total
computation time was58sec for the proposed new version,
and in contrast, it was 615sec for the original . The new

Partial History Boiling-Control
Partial Slices:

	

(T Initial-State(IO) 10)
(T Start-of-Transient(I1) 11)
(T Monotonic-Transient(I2) 12)
(T End-of-Transient-and-
Start-of-Boiling(I3) 13)
(T Fmal-State(14) I4)

Time Constraints :

	

(start(I0)=end(IO)), (end(I0)=start(Il)),
(start(Il)=end(Il)), (end(I1)=start(M)),
(start(I2)<end(I2)), (end(I2)=start(I3)),
(start(I3)=end(I3)), (end(13)=start(I4)),
(start(I4)--end(I4))

Fig. 6Apartial history to control
the boiling ofsecondary water.



Partial Situation Initial-State (?time)
Individuals : p-tube

	

apipe
f-pipe

	

a pipe
s-tank

	

a container
p-water a contained liquid
s-water a contained liquid
f-water a contained liquid

Quantities :

	

(TA[temperature-of(p-water)]
>A[temperature-off-water)] ?time)

(M A[temperature-of(p-water)] ?time) = Tpmin
(M Ds[temperature-of(p-water)] ?time) = 0
(M A[temperature-off-water)] ?time) = Tfmin
(M Ds[temperature-off-water)] ?time) = 0
(T A[temperature-of(s-water)]
<A[t-boil(s-water)] ?time)
(M Ds[temperature-of(s-water)] ?time) = 0
(M A[flow-rate-of(p-water)] ?time) = Fpmax
(M Ds[flow-rate-of(p-water)] ?time) = 0
(necessarily
(strong-until Afflow-rate-of (f-water)]=(O,Finax)
(always A(,flow-rate-off-water)]=Fpmax)) ?time)

Views :
Processes :

	

(T Status(Heat-flow(p-water, s-water,
p-tube), Active) ?time)
(T Status(Fluid-flow(f-water, s-water,
f-pipe), Active) ?tune)
(T Status(Boiling(s-water, Heat-flow),
Inactive) ?time)

Actions :

Partial Situation End-of-Transient-and-Start-of-Boiling(?time)
Individuals : p-tube

	

a pipe
f-pipe

	

a pipe
s-tank

	

a container
p-water a contained liquid
s-water a contained liquid
f-water a contained liquid

Quantities : (T A[temperature-of(p-water)]
>A[temperature-off-water)] ?time)
(M A[temperature-of(p-water)] ?time)= Tpmax
(M Ds[temperature-of(p-water)] ?time) =1
(M A[temperature-off-water)] ?time)= Tfmax
(M Ds[temperature-off-water)] ?time) =1
(T A[temperature-of(s-water)]
=A[t-boil(s-water)] ?time)
(M Ds[temperature-of(s-water)] ?time) = 0
(M A[flow-rate-of(p-water)] ?time) = Fptnin
(M Ds[flow-rate-of(p-water)] ?time) =-1
(M A[amount-of(s-water)] ?time) = (0,Msmax)
(necessarily
(strict-precedes Dsfamount-of(s-water)=-1
(alwaysDs(amount-of(s-water)=0)) ?time)
(necessarily
(strong-until Afflow-rate-of (f-water)]=(O,Ffmax)
(alwaysDs(amount-of(s-water)=0)) ?time)

Views :
Processes:

	

(TStatus(Heat-flow(p-water, s-water,
p-tube), Active) ?time)
(T Status(Fluid-flow(f-water, s-water,
f-pipe), Active) ?time)
(T Status(Boiling(s-water, Heat-flow),
Activated) ?time)

Actions :

Fig. 7Anexample ofa partial slice
forthe control of the secondary water boiling.

algorithm works around 10 times faster in this example.
This maybe duetothe specifications ofmany tokens ineach
partial situations. As the sizes of the total envisionments are
limited under this condition, the relatively efficient ATMS-
based algorithm derives higher speed performance
comparing with the original one. Figure 9 shows
comparisons ofthewontime between the new and
the original algorithms at various numbers of tokens
specified in partial histories . The tokens were randomly
chosen to be specified Thespeed of the new algorithm is
qpite higher than the original, when many tokens are
specified. On the contrary, it rapidly becomes slow relative
to the original one, when fewer tokens are specified This
feature of the new algorithm is considered to be
advantageous for the control and diagnosis of process
plants, because the most part ofthe behaviors and actions
can be exogenously specified by our operational goal and
sensors information inthose applications .

Figure 10 shows the results fortwopats of the history
oriented envisionment obtained by the partial history
involving the EBTL-tokens. Both results of "Initial-State"
and "End-of-Transient-and-Start-of-Boiling" follow the
contextual specifications by the EBTL-tokens, and more
specific and realistic control strategies have been obtained.

5 Discussions and Related Works
The work presented in this paper extended the knowledge
representation of partial history from the primitive and
snapshot facts to the contextual facts by introducing a
temporal logic. As theternporal logic is highly expressive, it
can specify qualitative but contextually very complicated
behaviors . Drabble developed a system named as
EXCALIBUR for planning and reasoning with process
systems [Drabble 1993] . The system utilizes some
attainable envisioningprocesses,and manages the actions to
change continuous process quantities not only the ones to
cause discontinuous change ofviews and processes. But, it
does not handle the explicit specifications on the behaviors
evolved in process systems in the envisioning. Though it
can take a tree and hierarchical structure of actions
sequences, they are limited to finite behaviors, and eachstep
ofthe behaviors must be specified explicitly. In contrast, the
framework of temporal logic in our work enables the
comprehensive specifications of infinite, implicit and
abstracted behaviors and actions. This extends the
uniqueness of qualitative envisioning in practical
applications, since almost no other approach can handle
such abstracted specifications . The original idea to
introduce temporal logics to qualitative reasoning was
pr'o'per by I{uipers RCaipers 1994]. He presented an idea
to use theEBTL to validate ifatheoremwrittenin thelogic
holds for any ordinary differential equation consistent with
the qualitative differernial equation thatgealaated the QSIM
behavior tree. On the contrary, our work utilize the EBTL
for the behavior generationcm%=1with thelogic under a
given scenario in the framework ofQFT.

Another major characteristic is the better efficiency
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Fig.8 A situation transition diagram ofa steam generator for a partial history without EBTL-tokens.
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Fig.9 Comparison ofcomputation time betweentotal envisioning based and attainable envisioning based algorithms.
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aw -Tab

MAIf(fw)1~O.Ffmaz)Dsla(aw)1=0 .
A[t(aw)1=Tsb
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(b)Apartial situation : End-of-Transient-and-Start-of-Boiling

Fig.10 Parts of a situation transition diagram of a steam
generator for a partial history involving EBTL-tokens.

ofenvisioning under the specification ofmany tokens in a
partial history. This has done by using ATMS-based total
envisioning dominantly instead of TMS-based attainable
envisioning. The basic idea is from the work by Forbus
[Forbus 1988] . He comparedthecomputation speed ofboth
approadies, and obtained the result that the former is about
13 times faster in theaverage. Our result is almost consistent
with his evaluation-

6 Conclusion
A new fast algorithm of the history-oriented envisioning
(HOE) enabling the introduction of the temporal logic has
been proposed in this work. The potential applicability and
efficiency of this method to some realistic conditions have
been readily conimued through an example of a control
strategy planning. The majorcharacteristic of thenew HOE
are summarized as follows .

(1) Flexible specification of intentional partial behaviors
and actions inthe HOEby introducing a temporal logic .

(2) Small complexity and good efficiencycorrlparing with
the conventional envisioning and the former HOE
underthe exogenous specification ofmany tokens.

(3) Incremental envisioning structure to import the
assumptions in an on-line manner.

The ideas presented here will extend the qualitative
envisioning theory toward its application to practical tasks
of simulation, planning, design, measurements interpreta-
tion, control and diagnosis .
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